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SEGMENT 18

1 (2). A perfectly elastic ball is thrown against a vertical wall with
speed v, and rebounds with the same speed v.

A. The acceleration is not zero, because the direction of
motion of the ball changed.

B. The acceleration is not zero, because the position of the
ball is changed.

C. The acceleration is zero, because the direction of motion
of the ball changed.

D. The acceleration is zero, because the speed of the ball is
unchanged.

2 (2). A falling tennis ball strikes the floor vertically with a
speed of 16 ft/sec and rebounds upward at 14 ft/sec. The ball was
in contact with the floor for 0.01 seconns. What was its average
acceleration during contact?

A. 200 ft/sec2, directed upward
B. 200 ft/sec2, directed downward
C. 3,000 ft/sec2, directed upward
D. 3,000 ft/sec2, directed downward

3 (2). In the figure, the velocity of
a particle is plotted as a func-
tion of time. From the given
choices, select the answer con-
taining points which indicate
equal acceleration.

A. B, D and H
B. A, E and G
C. B and D
D. C and F
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4 (2). The position of a particle can be described by the equation

X = A sin 0-wt)

where A is a constant equa, to 10 m, 0 is an angle equal to 57/6 radians,
and w represents some angul--,- speed and is equal to 27 radians/sec (dimen-
sions T-1). Find the accelration of the particle at t = 1 sec.
(HINT: 27 radians = 360°.)

5 (3). Two 'oalls, 1 and 2, are projected
from point A (see figure) each
with initial speed of 28 m/sec and

V
3 directions as shown in the figure.

A third ball, 3, is projected from
point B, located 10 meters above
A, with a horizontal velocity of
28 m/sec. The ball(s) hitting the
ground with the greatest vert-T,cal

component of velocity is (are):

A. 1

B. 3

C. 1 and 2 (equal)
D. 1, 2, and 3 (equal)

6 (3). Two balls, 1 and 2 are projected from point A (see above figure)
with initial speed of 28 m/sec and directions as shown. A third ball, 3,
is projected from point B, located 10 meters above A, with a horizontal
velocity of 28 m/sec. The ball(s) hitting the ground last is (are):

A. 3

B. 2 and 3 (simultaneously)
C. 2

D. 1, 2, and 3 (simultaneously)
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7 (3). A human cannonball is shot out of c cannon, through a hoop and
into a pool of water. Assume that
the "cannonball" reaches the high-
est point of his trajectory at the
hoop. Given that R = 120 ft,
ym = 121 ft, and yo = 40 ft, com-
pute the initial velocity of the
"cannonball".

8 (3). A particle is projected from the origin with an initial velocity
of 40 m/sec, at 37° above
the horizontal. At the
same time a second particle
is projected from the point
(100 m, 0) with an initial
velocity v'o. After 4.55\\
seconds the two particles
collide in midair. Deter-

,-

I mine v'
o

131'

( 100 m, 0 )

9 (3). A particle starts from rest with an initial acceleration of
2 m/sec2. Its velocity is given as a function of time by the equation

v a + Eit + yt2

At the end of the 5th second its velocity is 15 m/sec. How far does it
travel during the first minute?
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10 (3). Particles a and b are projected at t = 0, as shown in the figure.
If we let u a 7-0, the initial
velocities are (u u ) =ax' av
(20 m/sec, -10 m/sec) and (

uby) = (5 m/sec, 20 m/sec):
6bx'

The initial positions are (xao,

Yao) (0, 20 m) and (xbo
' Ybo)

(10 m, 0).

11 (3). A projectile is shot from a point on a flat plain and just
clears a 10-foot fence
a distance xl away. If

xi = 125 ft and 0 = 30°,
where does the projectile
land?

12 (3). A cannon can project a shell with an initial speed of 500 ft/sec.
Assume that the shell leaves the cannon at ground level and lands 4685 ft
away; find the angle above the horizontal at which the shell was fired.

13 (3). An object with an initial speed of 100 m/sec is subject to a
deceleration proportional to its speec.l. The proportionality constant is
k = 0.51 sec-1. How far does the object travel in 4 seconds?
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14 (3). A ball is dropped from a certain height with zero initial velocity.
If the ball is subject to an acceleration a = q - kv, with k = .12 sec-1,
what will be its speed at the end of the 10th second?

15 (3). An object is projected from ground level vertically upward, with
an initial speed of 100 m/sec. The air resistance results in a deceler-
ation proportional to the velocity, with proportionality constant
k = 0.2 sec-1. How long does it take the object to reach its ..ighest
point and what is its total time of flight?

16 (3). A projectile is fired from ground level with an initial speed of
200 ft/sec at an angle 0 above the horizontal. In addition to gravity
it is subjected to an acceleration ar = -kV, with k = 0.12 sec-1, resulting
from the air resistance. At t = 10 sec it hits the ground at a horizontal
distance of 700 ft from its starting point. At what time did the projectile
reach its highest point?

17 (4). Two stationary 20-lb blocks are shown attache," to a spring
balance. The string connecting each block to the balance is massless and
the pulleys (different radii) are also massless as well as frictionless.
What is the reading on the spring balance?

20 lbs

( 11111111

20 lbs



6

18 (5). Kinetic. frictio

SEGMENT 18

A. Depends on the lrea of surface contact.
B. Is independent of the area of surface contact over wide limits.
C. Depends on the shape of the area.
D. Depends on the speed with which surfaces move.

19 (5). In the diagram, two pulleys are shown each with a block attached.
The pulleys and string are assumed to be massless, and then,' is no fric-
tion in the bearings (ideal conditions again). If m

1
is hi kg and m2

is 30 kg, what is the acceleration of block two?

(.4444/a21////W

20 (5). Consider the multiple pulley
arrangement shown. How large a force will
be required to lift a 300-lb automobile
engine at constant velocity with this
block and tackle? (Let's assume the ideal
conditions of massless ropes and pulleys,
and neglect friction.)
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21 (5). A force of 20 nt parallel to , horizontal is shown pushing
a 3-kg block up an inclined plane. I: coefficient of kinetic friction
(11k) is equal to 0.05, what is the f ,_)f. friction?

22 (5). The longest runway at National Airport in Washington, D. C. is
6870 ft. Departing jet aircraft can allow only 3000 ft for take-off in
order to clear obstacles at the end of the runway. A fully loaded Boeing
727 weights 100 tons (2000 lb = 1 ton) and has a take-off speed of
120 mi/hr. What constant force must be generated by the jets for take-
off?

23 (5). A 20-kg block starts from rest down the inclined plane (see dia-
gram). If pk = 0.1, and if the block begins at a vertical height of 2 m,
how long will it take to reach the bottom of the inclined plane?
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24 (5). In the diagram below, two pulleys are shown hanging from the
ceiling. Assume ml desrnnds at a constant velocity vl, what is the
velocity of m,?

A. 2 v
1

up

B. 1 v
1

downward
2

1
C. Z vl upward

D. 2 v
1

downward

25 (6). An airplane is making a very steep turn (70 degrees, angle of
bank). What is the apparent weight of the pilot, or in other words, with
what force does the cockpit seat push on the pilot? (Pilot's mass is 70 kg).

26 (6). A boy swings a sling shot in a vertical circle with a radius
equal to one meter. If the boy can turn the sling at 60 RPM, what is the
maximum horizontal range of his sling shot?
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27 (7). A block weighing 16 lb is initially at rest. It is made to move
through a distance of 100 ft in 10 sec by a constant force. How much work
must hav.i been done?

28 (7). A 10-kg block rests on n horizontal floor. The coefficient of
kinetic friction between the block and the floor is 0.2. A constant hori-
zontal force of 100 nt is now exerted on the block and it starts sliding.
What is the instantaneous power supplied by the force at the end of the
5th second after the force is applied?

29 (7) A 5-kg block is moving around a circular loop in a spaceship
("weightless") . If the
,fficient of kinetic
.ction between the loop
block is 0.2 and the
has a diameter of
1, how much work must

supplied to the block
revolution in order

for it to move with a
constant speed of
10 m/sec?
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30 (8). The potential energy of a nucleon in a nucleus is sometimes

given as U = - k
r with k and u positive constants and r the distance

froa the center of the nucleus. What is the force on the nucleon as a
function of r?

-urA. e (

1
+

B. k -ur 1
- e ( +

r r

C.
kp

e
- r

D.
r2

31 (8). A mass ,.t,I.ned to a spring slides back and forth on a friction-
less surface. -enter of its motion, its kinetic energy is equal
to 1.28 J. If mas-spring system is left undisturbed, which one of
the following kinetic energy values will the mass never attain?

A. 0 J
B. 1.73 T

C. 0.005
D. 1.25
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32 (8). Two masses, ml and m
2

, are connected by a spring. Both masses
rest upon a horizontal
frictionless plane and the2
system moves in one dimen-

/////77777/7/1///7/Af77 sion, undergoing both vi-
bration and translation.

Masses ml and m2 have velocities-v1 and v2 with respect to an observer at
rest, relative to the plane. Calculate the difference between the total
energy as seen by a "rest observer" and the total energy as seen hv an
observer moving with constant velocity -u relative to the rest frame.
(Note that the velocity vectors have been written in scalar form since
the motion is in one dimension.)

A. (m + m2) u2

B. (m
1

v
1

+m2 v2 )u+ (1/2) (m
1

+ m2) u2

C. (ml + m2) (v1 + v2) u + (1/2) + m2) u2

33 (8). A 4-kg block slides down a 30° inclined plane. The block's speed
at point A is 1 m/sec, and
at B it is 3 m/sec. If

the distance from A to B
along the incline is 2 m,
what is the work done by
friction between points
A and B?



34 (8.

A skier

SEGMENT IS

A student skier (who can only schuss) finds himEelf traveling straight
down a 6° slope at a constant speed of 10 m/sec. At the soot of the
slope there is a 50 m level stretch followed by a dangerous drop. With
out braking (he doesn't know how) or ditching, where will the skier come
to rest? (Neglect air resistance.)

A. at the foot of the slope
B. on the level stretch 5.1 m from the foot of the slope
C. 1.5 m before the drop
D. at the bottom of the drop
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35 (8). A projectile is shot from a height yo = 1 ft, with an init
vo = 6 !L./sec,

angle 0 = 37°.
Neglecting air resis-
tance, what is the
projectile's velocity
when it hits the
ground?-----

4%.

"go A. v = 10 ft/sec;
¢ = 61.3°

B. v = 8.77 ft/sec;
¢ = 61.3°

C. v = 8.77 ft/sec;
¢ = 56.8°

D. v = 6 ft/sec;
370
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36 (8).

10

40
SO20

30

A frictionless looped track, with a radius of 10 ft, is attached to a
spring balance calibrated to read directly in pcunds. When the 10-lb
block is at rest, 30 ft above the bottom of the loop, the balance reads
20 (assume the balance plate can only move vertically - no tilting).
What are the readings of the balance, when the block is at the bottom
and the top of the loop, respectively?
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37 (8).

A 10-lb block starts from rest at a point 20 ft high, and slides on the
frictionless looped track shown above. At what point on the circular path
will the block lose contact with the track? Determine this point by
finding the angle 6 shown in the diagram.
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38 (8). In the drawing below, a block of mass m is shown suspended from
a massless, inextensible string which is connected to a spring of force
constant k = 800 nt/m through two massless and frictionless pulleys. The
block oscillates between two points, A and B, 50 cm apart. If the tension
in the string is 50 nt when the block is at point B, what is the mass of
the block? (The present information will be used in the next two ques-
tions.)
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39 (8). What is the speed of the block in the preceding question when
it passes the point midway between A and B?

40 (8). Suppose that, at the time the block of the previous question is
passing the midpoint between A and B on the upswing, the string is cut.
How high does the block rise?

41 (8). The energy released by the first atomic bomb was estimated to be
equivalent to that released by 20,000 tons of TNT. One ton of TNT releases
about 1200 kilowatt-hours of energy. Approximately, how much mass was
converted into energy in the explosion of the first atomic bomb?

42 (8). At a certain instance the potential energy of a proton is
3.25 x 108 eV. If the proton is free to accelerate, so that its poten-
tial energy is converted into kinetic energy, what will be the proton's
speed when its potential energy becomes zero? (Hint: Assume that a
particle must be treated relativistically when its speed exceeds 0.1 c.)

DATA 1 eV (electron volt) = 1.6 x 10-19 j.
Proton rest mass, mo = 1.67 x 10-27 kg.
Speed of light c = 3 x 108 m/sec.

43 (9). For a rigid solid body at rest, the center of mass is

A. different than it would be if the body were in motion.
B. infinitely distant from the body
C. always fixed relative to the body
D. always located at the point of the body having the

highest mass density
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44 (9). Calculate the y-coordinate of the center of mass of the triangular
y plate shown in the figure. The

plate has a uniform mass-per-
a cot H, c). unit-area equal to 0.

45 (9). A 4-kg particle is traveling due north with a speed of 20 m/sec.
A second particle of mass 6 kg is traveling eastward at 10 m/sec. Calcu-
late the total kinetic energy of these two particles in their center of
mass reference frame.

46 (10). For one-dimensional motion, Newton's second law is expressed by

F
dt

(mv) .

When relativistic effects are taken into account this law can be expressed
as follows:

A. F = moa

B. F = ma
moa

d=712.

C. F = moa
(1-82)3/2

ma m a
D. F =

if:TT (1-82)
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47 (10). A midshipman dives from aft in a stationer" rowboat. His mass
is 70 kg and that of the rowboat 140 kg. The horizontal component of his
velocity when his feet leave the boat is 3 m/sec, relative to the water.
What is the momentum of the center of mass of the system consisting of
the diver and boat immediately after the dive?

48 (10). Sand is dropped onto a conveyor belt at a rate dm/dt. The
external force required to keep the belt moving at constant velocity is

, dm.
Fext = v If the cost of energy is c dollars/joule, what is the

dt

cost, in dollars, for moving a total mass m?

A. cmv2

1
B. -2- cmv2

C. 2 cmv2

D. cv
2 dm

dt

49 (10). A billiard ball is dropped into the middle of two unequal
billiard balls which are stationary on the floor, and sc-'tor them apart.
If the incident ball does not roll after impact, which,of the following
statements about the motion of the target balls is true?

A. The magnitude of the velocity vectors of the two masses are
equal.

B. The momentum vectors of the two masses must make angles of
180° with each other.

C. None of the above.
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50 (11). In a one-dimensional elastic collision of two bodies of equal
mass,

A. the final velocity of either body is equal to the initial
velocity of the other.

B. the final momentum of either body is equal to the initial
momentum of the other body.

C. the final kinetic energy of either body is equal to the
initial kinetic energy of she other body.

D. All of the above.

51 (11). A 1-ounce shell is fired with a muzzle speed of 3200 ft/sec
directly at a large oak block and penetrates to a depth of 1 foot.
Assuming a constant deceleration in the block, what is the magnitude of
the force exerted on the shell while it is moving in the block?

52 (12).

Before

-
U1

After

An ice hockey puck (1) is moving w d a speed ul in the positive x- rection,
and it collides perfectly elastically with two stationary identical pucks
(2 and 3). After the collision puck 1 has come to rest, and pucks 2 and
3 are moving with velocities 4.2 and v3 respectively. What is the angle
between 4.2 and v3? (The present information will be used in the next two
questions.)
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53 (12). For the collision described in the preceding problem, let
ul = 25 ft/sec and 62 = 53°. Furthermore, assume that the collision takes
place on a frictionless floor. How far apart will pucks 2 and 3 be
four seconds after the collision?

54 (12). Let the collision described in problem 53 (12) take place on
a horizontal plane, and let the coefficient of kinetic friction between
the plane and the pucks be u = 0.25. If just before the collision
u

1
= 25 ft/sec and after the collision 62 = 53°, how far apart will the

pucks be after they both come to a stop?

55 (12). A 3-kg steel ball is fastened to the end of a 1-m "massless"
rod pivoted at point 0. The
rod is released when in the
horizontal position and at the

1
I lowest point of the swing

I4--- t= 1 ril -*I the ball collides perfectly

0 00 elastically with a 9-kg steel

\ 1

block resting on a table.

\ 1

The coefficient of kinetic
friction between the block a

\
I and the table is 0.2, while

\
I the pivot at 0 is friction-

\ 1

less. Find the distance
traveled by the block on the
table before coming to rest.
(Neglect air resistance.)
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56 (12).

A block is restf.
to a cord the o:
to the table
velocity of 150:
block and remai7J
can withstand is.

have in order thy;

r = 2 f t

onless

zble

a frictionless horizontal table. The block is tied
d of which is tied to a ring. A vertical pin fixe
:rough the ring. A 1-ounce bullet with a muzzle
,c in a direction normal to the cord strikes the
4:Ided in it. If the maximum tensi:m that the cord
, what is the minimum weight that the block can

le cord does not break?



to,

is projected from t origin with initial velocity of 80 ft/sec
7: above the horizontal (see diagram above). At the same time an

lenr__Lal ball (2) is released from point A with zero initial velocity.
7.,ro balls collide perfectly elastically at point B at the moment
_ reaches its highest altitude and some time later ball 1 hits the

:round at point C such that points A, B, and C lie on a vertical line.
ball 2 hits the ground at point D. How far is point D from the

)7-igin? (Hint: Treat the two balls as point particles.)
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58 12 .

to calculate t

s of tie particles

10-27

1027 k4 and

10-27 kg,

.e follcr.ring nuclear rea

a_ + a:

:T 16

where K1 rc_ze total k_net: energy De )r ,I. the coil: T. and K2
the total i--L_Lne:Ic v after the ision. _ the Li7 nu -s i..

assumed stL:1-bna.27.7 K1 is t:7e k: is ener,J,y .::-: the prot. In the
above reacIl_zm 7J-.: . actually an lermedi=, rl-acleus for:- . that of
Beryllium '.:-,Ei,. -er, BeE 3 a loosely bound nucle .nd the
released er.,,ry..7 i_- ..:gh to bre_ak i.-._ -_to tw: alphas.

The energy of tile, ihove reaction (net -,,,Tergy released) is gir,en by

Q = K
al

+ K
a2

- K

For convenience use the followln subJorLpts:

a alpha particle (He4)

:Dr t nrcton (111), andp

sewn nucleus (Li7).

59 (12). In : :ic ----_-=zeding problem we found :hat the net ene: 4y released
in the nuclear -,eaction

p + Li- 2a +

is Q = 2.77 x 10- - 3 Assuming that the tar ,_ir_I Li' nucleus is at res.::
and that the incoming Troton's energy is neglIgible compared to
late the speeds el *.±a two a-partic.L,Es after :tie reaction.

60 '12). Cons.iAe:r the reverse (endothermic _reaction

+ Q' p Li

where Q' :he energy that must ime the reaction zo tie
In problem 58 (12) we found that whl, .ombarded with prormwis the
energy released, Q, is 2.777 w 10--12 . If the reaction above one of
the a-particles is stationary, ad at oast be tis threshold (minimum) kinetic
energy of the :Incident a-parriD14.= in order tart the reaction take place?
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61 (13). Kepler was able to formulate his f planetary motions from
data supplied by

A.

B.

C.

D.

Ptolemy
Copernicus
Tycho Brahe
Galileo

62 (13). Of the following statements, = e one which best repre-
sents Kepler's first law of planetary mo:

A. A line joining any planet to th sweeps out equal areas
in equal times.

B. The square of the period of an about the sun is
proportional to the cube of ftlE -..7inet's mean distance
from the sun.

C. All planets move in elliptical 7.r--1Is having the sun as one
focus.

D. The force of attraction between :ILE sun and each planet
is along the line joining the tu4.-. and has magnitude which
is proportional to the product df their masses and inversely
proportional to the square of tbs distance between then.

63 (13). Pluto
Ias mean orbital
the Earth's mean
year and a Pluto

is the most distant of tht nime pIznets from the sun.
radius is 5.9 x 109 km, as compared to 0.15 x 109 km for
orbital radius. Determine the relation between an Earth
year.
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_3). (if the four ice selc,ct the one is the stateme:.i
Newtons law c iniver_=___ gravitation

-2 rive }<-2p1 -a%:;-: of planezd:--v

nswer the c_ ! do bodies -dch other?"

s:mthesize ,stiai and celestial mach,: into a
single tAeory

D. calculatEf the a2c,,_eracion of gravi:-7 s_,rface

of the Earth.

65 (11). The universal graviziational constant, G

A. may be computed from theory

B. must be determined experimentally

C. is only correct near the surface of the Earth

D. is pro' - ortional to the square of the d_qtance between the
masses involved.

66 (13). Assume that gravitacional (primed) a-,-1 inemtial (unprime
are not the same, and define

gy

Re:

What. is the "acceleration of ,pravity" at the su.mface of !he Earth Jr
particle of inertial mass m wtose gravitational mass

A.

B.

C.

D.

GMe'

Re2

GMe

Re2

m
m' g

m
g

ma s
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3) For a per
zxis thrc ugh

:f 37° than
a "massless

) 7

s7her .cal Earth -f radius 6.37 r lot m with
much more es a 70-kg an weigh at a

.es at Ihe equa:c- (Assume the weighing to be
--Ting balance.)

J3,. Newton's la- universal F = G mim2/r2, was
12r point masses _rticles). F.:1;; Ter it also applies to aerl,=in

a:::s:hded be dies if m, a: m, are taken : be :he masses of the be lies
in-vc.ved, and r the dis___ee 'Detween t=Dmellric centers. Of the
fc11 .ng four classes, ielect the most 7;.iv, class of bodies tc
why c_ e_wton's law of u:::Iversal gravita:

All spheres W.-=, uniform mass =ibution

3. All spheres ,:hose mass density a function of the
distance from the center

C.

D.

All spheres

All solins revolution having ur'trm mass distribution

9 _14). Sam-7:1's eullaturial randus is 60.00 km and the period of its
^7;t is -ion abot. is is 10 hrs, 14 min. :at is the apparent weight

0-kg d mmint on the Saturn's aquatcr if the gravitational
"i=a strength. e y = 10.5 m/sec2?

T1,»). The Iravional potential as function of distance, r, from
=me =enter of a uniic= spherical shell of radius R and mass M is given by

A. - GM
everywiTere

,
E. -

GM
for r<R; GM

for r>R

C. 0 for r<R; - C-2-4 for r>R
r

D.
GMr

,M7
GM

r<R; - for r>R
R:
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71 (14. The gravit _Dt.f.2:i as dnction distance, r, from
the cen:_er o: a unifo- sphe:7e of us R anb M given by

D.

GM
very. .,:re

GH _

:Dr r< R;

GMr2
2K3

for r R;

- a or r>R

_

:or r>k

Mr2 3 G1':
or r-E4 - for r>R

2R3 2 R

72 (1.'. thoi, made earlier for the gravitational ?otntial energy
of a maas m at a db.--:7-anc..e y from the surface of the Earbh, U = mgy, is
valid

only near d,c-ve the surface of the Earth, the
reference 7 4_7_a,7n fo.7 zero potential tE.tilen at infinity

. ab and; poir. in spate

C anly i above the surface of the Earta, .th the

Eart.- sub -ace taken ao the zero potent:_al

parzicLes nea: and above the surfa,.le o the Earth
and for particles below- the surface of t Eart. no matter
how deep, provided the Earth's surface is taken is the zero
potential reference

(14). Suppose 4 rock.-: b1a., s d:f..t. and achieves =rs maximum velocity,
vc = kx,sec, imstantaneaus__7. UWat is the heig kmumured from the
Eart_Z's surface) of maximum ascent of the rocket? Neglect air resistance.
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74 (14). At an altitude of 1,600 km above the Earth's surface, the es-
cape speed is 10 km/sec. In order that a rocket at this altitude with
this speed actually escape the Earth's gravitational field, the largest
angle which its veloc:Itv vector can make with the line from the Earth's
center is (see dianran)

A. zero
B. 90'

C. an angle betwe-q1 90° and :BO°
D. IED°

75 (14). Su pose that an outside agent were momentarily to stop the moon
in its orbit ;JIJ t the Earth and sun; that is, bring to rest with re-
spect to the sur and tiln give it a swift kick tow:vd tne Earth. What
speed must the ,-!,ent impart to the motion, setting it in -tion directly
toward th, :. r.artii. in order to thereby knock the Earth-moom system out of
the solar Assume th- the collLion between the Earth and the
moon is tc:_ally inelastic, and than the sun-Earth-mom configuration is
as in the diagram. (The average speed of the EartIn-mron system in its
orbit about the sun is 3.4 x 104 m/sec.)/

10
Ms = 2X TO kg

r 1 5X10 m"

earth

0.1

moon

M
m

=0.01 Me
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76 (1-,. An Earth satellite at a moderate altitude in circular orbit
will 1 se energy bttcause of air resistance. The rate at which energy is
lost i. slow enough so that successive orbits can be approximated by circles
of sli_htly differing radii. What will be the altitude of a 1,000-kg
sate.11_ce after it does 9 .< 106 j of work against air friction, if its
inilia_ altitude was 270 km'( Assume circular orbits and take Re = 6,400 km,
G = 6.67 x 10-11 ntm2/kg2 and Me = 6 x 1024 kg. (This information will be
used, in the following question as well.)

77 (14). What are the initial and final speeds of the satellite in the
previous question?

78 (14). What would be the length of the day if the Earth's rotation
rate were such that masses were weightless at the equator? Take
g = 9.78 m/sec2 and y = 9.81 m/sec2 at the equator, and Re = 6.37 x 106 m.

79 (14). What would be the period of a space platform in circular orbit
just above the surface of the moon? Use Rm = 1,700 km, and
Mm = 8 x 1022 kg.
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80 (14). Refer to the following diagram of an elliptic piL,netary orbit
about the sun. (The eccentricity has been somewhat exaggerated.)

Wh'ch is the correct relationship between the orbital speeds of a planet
at the three positions shown?

A. v
1
> v

2
> v

3

B. v
1
= v < v2

2

C. v
3
> v

2
> v

1

D. v
1

= v
3

> v2

81 (14). At what distance from the Earth along the line of the sun is
the gravitational field strength equal to zero? Use Ms = 3.3 x 105 Me,
res = 1.5 x 1011 m, and neglect other members of the solar system.
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82 (14). The escape speed from the surface of the Earth is 11.2 km/sec;
that from the sun at the position of the Earth's orbit is 42 km/sec. The
mean orbital speed of the Earth about the sun is 29.8 km/sec. Two rockets
are fired from the Earth's surface, tangent to the Earth's orbit, in
opposite directions. Each has a speed of 15 km/sec relative to the Earth.
Neglecting the effects of other members of the solar system and air resis-
tance, and referring to the accompanying diagram, select the statement
which best describes the fate of the two rockets.

Sense of earth's
orbital motion

A. Both rockets will escape the solar system.

B. Rocket 1 will escape the solar system; rocket 2 will go
into an elliptical orbit about the sun.

C. Rocket 1 will escape the solar system;
rocket 2 will return to the Earth.

D. Rocket 1 will go into an elliptical orbit about the sun;
rocket 2 will return to the Earth.
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83 (14). We wish to derive the 7atnemati al statement of Kepler's second
law that a line joining a planet the sun sweeps out equal areas in equal
times. Referring to the diagram, :ot the planet travel from Pi to P. in

time At. Calculate the area LA swept out in this time interval. Approxi-
mate the arc P

1

P
2

to a straight line, but make no other approximations.

A.
1 2

r2 sina cosA0

B.
1 r12 A

a
0

r1

C. 1 r
1
r
2

sinAO
2

1
D. rir2 a
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84 (14). In the previous question (page 33), we found that the area
swept out in a short time At by the radius vector from the sun to a
planet is AA = (1/2) r1 r2 sinAO.

State Kepler's second law in mathematical form. (Hint: Recall that the
. definition of angular velocity is w a d6 /dt.)

A.

B.

C.

D.

dA 1 2 2= r w
dt 2

dA
= 1 2w cos°- 7-r

dt

dA = 1 r2w = constant
dt 2

dA

2

1 r2 sines = constant
dt

85 (14). What is the ratio of the angular speed of the Earth (actually,
of the center of mass of the Earth-moon system) about the sun at perihelion
to that at aphelion? The distances from the sun are respectively

rp = 1.47 x 1011 m

ra = 1.52 x 1011 m
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86 (14). The first artificial Earth satellite, Sputnik I, had a perigee
and apogee of approximately 6,600 and 7,300 km, respectively. Use Kepler's
second law and conservation of energy to derive its speeds at perigee and
apogee. (Hint: At per4ee and apogee the velocity vector is perpendicular
to the radius vector, 1-41 = Iw x r1 = wr.)

Va
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87 (14). Kepler's third law for the special case of circular orbits is
expressed as

T, =
41T2

r3
GHe

In the general case of elliptical orbits, the same equation holds if the
radius of the circular orbit, r, is replaced by the semi-major axis of
the ellipse, a.

14- 2a

Use the data given in the previous question; namely rp = 6,600 km,
r
a = 7,300 km, to calculate the period of Sputnik I.


